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A Soft Robotic Sleeve for Safer Colonoscopy
Procedures

Max McCandless1, Arincheyan Gerald1, Ashlyn Carroll1, Hiroyuki Aihara2, and Sheila Russo1

Abstract—Colonoscopy is the gold standard for colorectal
cancer diagnosis; however, limited instrument dexterity and no
sensor feedback can hamper procedure safety and acceptance.
We propose a soft robotic sleeve to provide sensor feedback and
additional actuation capabilities to improve safety during navi-
gation in colonoscopy. The robot can be mounted around current
endoscopic instrumentation as a disposable “add-on”, avoiding
the need for dedicated or customized instruments and without
disrupting current surgical workflow. We focus on design, finite
element analysis, fabrication, and experimental characterization
and validation of the soft robotic sleeve. The device integrates soft
optical sensors to monitor contact interaction forces between the
colon and the colonoscope and soft robotic actuators that can be
automatically deployed if excessive force is detected, to guarantee
pressure redistribution on a larger contact area of the colon. The
system can be operated by a surgeon via a graphic user interface
that displays contact force values and enables independent or
coordinated pressurization of the soft actuators upon demand,
in case deemed necessary to aid navigation or distend colon tissue.

Index Terms—Medical Robots and Systems; Soft Robot Ap-
plications; Soft Robot Materials and Design; Soft Sensors and
Actuators

I. INTRODUCTION

COLORECTAL cancer is the third most common cancer,
with almost 1.4 million new cases and 694,000 deaths

per year worldwide [1], 156,000 estimated new diagnoses
and more than 54,000 deaths in the United States for 2020
[2]. Colonoscopy is a widespread minimally invasive surgical
technique for colorectal cancer diagnosis. Current scopes have
limited dexterity and no sensor feedback, hampering instru-
ment controllability, thus making navigation a challenging
task [3]. These technical limitations make colonoscopy poorly
tolerated by patients, leading to low rates of compliance
with screening guidelines [4]. Patient discomfort and intol-
erance are one of the main factors contributing to incomplete
colonoscopy, which rates (4-25%) are associated with higher
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Fig. 1. A) Soft robotic sleeve wrapped around a colonoscope model. B) Soft
sensor inserts and soft actuator pneumatic lines locations. C)-D) Current
challenges in endoscopic navigation and E)-H) envisaged clinical workflow
of the proposed device. C) Ideal case: colonoscope following the curves of
the colon. D) In practice: the scope pushes against the colon and stretches
it, applying excessive force. E) The soft robotic sleeve senses the excessive
force concentration (using soft optical sensors) and redistributes it on a larger
area (by deploying soft actuators). F) The colonoscope is advanced exploiting
the navigation aid provided by the soft actuators. G)-H) The actuators are
deflated, the sensors continue monitoring interaction forces, and the scope
continues navigation.

rates of colon cancer [5]. Plus, severe adverse events (SAE)
have been associated with colonoscopy, i.e. abdominal pain,
perforation, and bleeding [6], [7]. Occurrence rates of SAEs
are relatively rare (0.035-0.23%), but the patient population
is quite extensive: the number of colonoscopies that will be
performed in 2024 is estimated to be ∼5-13 million in the
US alone, which could result in between 1,750-30,000 SAEs
per year, of which the 30-day mortality rate can exceed 4%
of affected patients [8], [9]. Furthermore, in the US, 34.4% of
colonoscopy procedures are performed with anesthesia, which
has been shown to increase the risk of SAEs and post-operative
complications within 30 days by 13% [10]. If colonoscopy was
a gentle, tolerated, and safe procedure even without anesthesia,
this could be beneficial to anesthesia-susceptible populations
and expand the range of patients who would be eligible for
the procedure, shorten patient recovery time, and potentially
increase general rates of compliance [11].

Robotic solutions have been explored to enhance endo-
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scopes capabilities [12]–[16]. A major drawback of such
systems is the uncontrollability of the tension to the colon
wall, caused by the lack of tactile feedback to the endo-
scopists [17], which can reach peak values of more than
40 N [18], leading to potential perforations. Soft robots
represent a promising technology in this field because they are
constructed from compliant materials with tensile properties
similar to the human colon, thus can safely interact with
delicate anatomical structures [19], [20]. Soft robotic solutions
for colonoscopy include: inchworm-inspired robots to facili-
tate navigation [21], [22]; a pneumatic mechanism for self-
propelled colonoscopy [23]; a disposable robotic endoscope
based on bellow actuators [24]; a double-balloon system to
ease access to the small intestine [25]; and soft-actuated
foldable robots to enhance tissue manipulation and scope stabi-
lization [26], [27]. In general, the majority of these systems are
not compatible with commercial colonoscopes, thus requiring
to re-learn new methods of performing surgery that is not
cost-effective. Furthermore, only a few systems embed sensing
to monitor tissue-endoscope interaction forces, including: an
endoscope with pressure pads along its body to sense contact
interactions with its environment [28]; a force visualization
sensor for endoscope tip interaction monitoring [29]; and a
haptic feedback system to estimate tip deformations from con-
tact forces between the tissue and endoscope [30]. However,
these systems only alert the user of certain force interactions
without actively seeking to mitigate or counteract the excessive
forces measured.

This paper presents a first proof-of-concept of a soft robotic
sleeve (Fig. 1), designed as a disposable “add-on” endoscopic
device, that can be wrapped around current endoscopic in-
strumentation and provide sensor feedback as well as ad-
ditional actuation functionalities to improve navigation and
safety in colonoscopy, avoiding the necessity for dedicated
or customized instruments and without disrupting the current
surgical workflow. The soft robot embeds distributed soft
optical sensors to monitor the force exerted by the colonoscope
onto surrounding tissue during navigation. If excessive force
concentration is detected, embedded soft actuators can be
inflated to guarantee pressure redistribution on a larger contact
area.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Soft Robotic Sleeve Design

The proposed soft robotic sleeve embeds three soft optical
sensors (i.e. waveguides) and three soft actuators distributed
at equal intervals around the periphery of the device, such
that when the robot is wrapped around a colonoscope, the
sensors are positioned at 120◦ apart, as are the actuators
(Fig. 1, B). The overall dimensions of the soft robotic sleeve
(when fabricated in a flat configuration) are 62×118×3.5 mm
in width, length, and thickness. The inner diameter (ID) of
the wrapped sleeve is 19.5 mm and can be mounted around
the distal segment of standard commercial colonoscopes, outer
diameters (OD) ranging from 9.5 mm to 13.8 mm [31], using
a cylindrical shell adapter with an OD of 19.5 mm and an
ID equivalent to the size of the chosen scope. The current

size of the sleeve enables it to fit around a wide range of
colonoscopes while only having to change the size of the
adapter, rather than redesigning the sleeve for each specific
scope. The sleeve features soft optical sensors, with cores
of 100 mm in length and 1 mm × 1 mm cross sections,
and elliptically-shaped actuators of major axis of 85 mm
and a minor axis of 11 mm with an actuation membrane
of 0.5 mm (Fig. 2), promoting out-of-plane expansion to
ensure no interference of the actuators on the waveguide’s
light transmission. The robot main body and its actuators are
made of Ecoflex™ 00-30 (Smooth-On). The waveguides are
constructed using Vytaflex™ 20 (Smooth-On) as optical core,
with refractive index (RI) n1 = 1.46, and the surrounding
Ecoflex™ 00-30 as cladding, with an RI n2 = 1.41, promoting
an angle of total internal reflection θc of 74.8◦ (Fig. 3, A) [32],
[33], according to Eq. 1:

θc = sin−1(n2/n1) (1)

Ecoflex™ 00-30 was chosen due to its low RI, serving as
cladding and allowing optical light propagation through the
sensor core; and its flexibility (Young’s modulus, E = 125 kPa)
and large stretchability (elongation at break, 900%), serving
as an effective soft actuator, capable of large deformations
at relatively low pressures to be safe on the colon walls.
Vytaflex™ 20 was chosen due to its low viscosity (1,000 cps),
allowing for ease in fabrication, and its higher RI with respect
to Ecoflex™ 00-30, promoting good light transmission. Using
Ecoflex™ 00-30 as the cladding allows applied forces to be
effectively transmitted to the Vytaflex™ 20 core region, as
quantified by the difference in durometer of the cladding and
core materials. Light is transmitted through the cores from an
LED (TSHA4400, Vishay Semiconductors) to a photodiode
(PD) (SFH 229, OSRAM Opto Semiconductors) mounted at
opposite ends of the sleeve (Fig. 2, H). Light is separated into
being reflected, transmitted, or absorbed by the material at the
interface. Thus, changing the shape of the waveguide exter-
nally, or warping the cross section internally (Fig. 3, A-B),
will lead to various light intensity loss modes (see Sect. II-E).

B. Soft Robotic Sleeve Modeling
We modeled the soft robotic sleeve along with a colono-

scope and surrounding colon tissue using Abaqus (Simulia,
Dassault Systems). The properties of Ecoflex™ 00-30 were
modeled as an incompressible material using the hypere-
lastic Yeoh strain energy potential model with coefficients
C10 = 17000, C20 = -200, and C30 = 23 [34]. The properties
of the colon were modeled by utilizing an elastic model where
Young’s modulus for the colon tissue is 5.18 MPa, Poisson’s
ratio is 0.5, and the density of the colon tissue is approximated
at 1040 kg/m3 [35], [36]. The modeled colon segments have
an inner diameter of 40 mm and are 2.5 mm thick [37].
The colonoscope is included to show the full depiction of
the device and is modeled as a rigid cylindrical beam, which
prohibits actuator expansion along the bottom of the sleeve.
A tetrahedral mesh with a quadratic geometric order, hybrid
element type, and a universal seed size of 2.5 mm was used
on all elements in the simulations, which results in C3D10H
elements (10-node quadratic tetrahedron).
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Fig. 2. Soft robotic sleeve fabrication (left) and corresponding cross sections (right). A) Sleeve mold with metal dowel pins inserted. B) Ecoflex™ 00-30
poured into mold, degassed, and cured. C) Pins removed, Ecoflex™ 00-30 demolded, and pins reinserted. D) Vytaflex™ 20 injected into waveguide core
cavities. E) Ecoflex™ 00-30 injected to seal off core region. F) Pins removed and Ecoflex™ 00-30 is spin coated and bonded to the sleeve to seal the
actuation chambers. G) Excess material is removed. H) LEDs and PDs insertion for light transmittance and detection through the waveguide cores.

C. Soft Robotic Sleeve Fabrication

The device is fabricated flat using a CNC (Computer Nu-
merical Control) machined aluminum mold and subsequently
wrapped in a cylindrical shape to fit around standard com-
mercial colonoscopes (see video). The mold has six holes
drilled into its sides for inserting metal dowel pins (2 mm
diameter and 18 mm length) to leave space for insertion of
LEDs and PDs (Fig. 2, A-B). Ecoflex™ 00-30 is poured into
the mold, degassed, and cured (20 min at 70◦ C). The pins
are removed, the elastomer is demolded, and the pins are
reinserted ensuring a snug fit and leaving the core area exposed
to inject Vytaflex™ 20 (Fig. 2, C). The core is injected with a
syringe ensuring no inconsistencies (i.e. air bubbles or debris)
and is cured over night at room temperature (Fig. 2, D). This
process ensures light transmission and a clean optical interface
between the core and LEDs/PDs, by avoiding Ecoflex™ 00-30
to be poured between the insert and the core mold. Another
layer of Ecoflex™ 00-30 is injected and cured to seal the core
off and create a 3 mm thick device with actuator chambers
remaining to be sealed (Fig. 2, E). The pins are removed and
a 0.5 mm thick layer of Ecoflex™ 00-30 is spin coated at
250 rpm for 30 s and bonded to the sleeve (Fig. 2, F). Excess
material is cut away leaving the completed sleeve with sealed
actuation chambers (Fig. 2, G). Three LEDs and PDs are
inserted into the cavities on each side of the sleeve (Fig. 2, H).

D. Soft Robotic Sleeve Testing and Validation

We fabricated two colonoscope models. One consists of
a 19.5 mm diameter Elastosil M4601 (Smooth-On, USA)
cylinder. The other is a 19.5 mm flexible tubing (McMaster,
USA). This incorporated a cable, tied at the tip via a small
incision and running along the outer body of the tubing
through acrylic guide rings, to allow manual steering of the
colonoscope model. To secure the robot around the colono-
scope, the sleeve is first bonded onto a thin piece of fabric
using Silpoxy (Smooth-On, USA) and then the fabric is sewn
in a cylindrical shape to fit tightly around the diameter of
the scope (see video). We built an in-vitro setup to validate
the sleeve’s ability to navigate the colon and provide pressure
redistribution upon monitoring excessive contact force. The
colon was modeled using a 50 mm diameter cylindrical film
of thermoplastic elastomer (TPE) (Stretchlon® 200, Fibre-
Glast, USA) bonded to acrylic pedestals. Three force sensors
(Tekscan Flexiforce™A401) were bonded to the interior of the
colon model (Fig. 10).

E. Soft Optical Sensors Operation

As the soft robotic sleeve navigates in the colon, it will
contact the colon walls and bend along with the colonoscope,
thus the soft optical sensors will experience light intensity
loss due to these motion inputs. Fig. 3 , A and B depict the
scattering of light rays that results respectively from contact
forces and bending angles altering the shape and/or straining
the cross section of a waveguide. The loss mode due to contact
forces is most important for our application, as the primary
function of our device is to monitor interactions between the
colonoscope and the surrounding lumen, and react in case of
excessive force concentrations. We measured the output power
change P due to: 1) contact forces that alter the shape or
cross section of the waveguide, and 2) losses due to bending,
which alter the angle of the incident light throughout the
waveguide length, using the relationship of the output power of
an undeformed waveguide (Io) to the current measured power
through the waveguide (I) as:

P = 10log10(Io/I) (2)

where P is the change in output power, read by a PD,
whenever there is a loss (P > 0) or a gain (P < 0) in light
intensity. The voltage reading from each PD is output as a
current and the signal is sent through a current to voltage
converter circuit that amplifies the signal into a readable
voltage which is utilized as the light intensity power (P ) in
Eq. 2. The voltage converter circuit consists of an LM358N
op-amp, a 2 MΩ Resistor, and a 4700 pF capacitor (Fig. 3, F).

We characterized and calibrated the embedded sensors (see
Sect. III-B) by subjecting them to: 1) applied contact forces up
to 3 N, and 2) bending angles up to 90◦, changing the device
orientation by rolling it around its longitudinal axis in a range
from 0◦ to 360◦ with steps of 40◦ (Fig. 3, D). The waveguide
cores have anisotropic internal features resulting directly from
the roughness of the CNC mold used to manufacture the
soft robotic sleeve. The fabrication process dictates that the
top surface of the waveguides (Fig. 2, D), corresponding to
the outer part of the sleeve when wrapped (Fig. 1, B), is
smooth as it cures overnight and levels out ideally for minimal
roughness (Fig. 3, E). On the contrary, the bottom surface
of the waveguides (closest to the endoscope when the sleeve
is wrapped) has a roughness matching that of the mold and
likewise the sides of the core develop their roughness based
on the tool path of the CNC machine. We use these directional
discrepancies to our advantage in order to map the device’s
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Fig. 3. A) Angle of total internal reflection (top) and contact force altering
the incident light angle (bottom), causing light intensity losses. B) Effect of
bending on light transmission. C) Layout of contact force testing positions.
D) Orientation diagram for bending direction testing. E) Depiction of fab-
rication processes determining the roughness of the core region. F) Circuit
schematic for the voltage output of the PDs.

position and orientation by having a single sensor be multi-
modal in terms of bending loss being dependant on bending
direction and device orientation. These characterizations and
sensors redundancy enable discrimination between losses due
to contact force and bending, allowing for the latter to be
filtered out and enabling to sense one point of contact.

We also note that the expansion of the soft actuators upon
pressurization may cause shape alterations of the waveguides
channels via a pressure induced force that would be applied
laterally in-plane of the sleeve, if the deformation of the
actuators was not predominately out of plane. We tested
sensors response upon actuators pressurization and discussed
its effects on light transmittance in Sect. III-C.

F. Control Platform

The control platform of the soft robotic sleeve is composed
of a PC running a Matlab (Mathworks, USA) script that
displays a graphical user interface (GUI), controls the inflation
of the actuators, and collects real-time input from the PDs. The
data collected from the soft sensor is converted to estimated
forces applied to the sleeve by using calibration data from
experimental characterizations. The system provides contact
force feedback (via visual and/or auditory signals) to the
surgeon via the GUI. The three soft actuators are automat-
ically inflated simultaneously upon force detection above a
predefined threshold (that can be tuned by the surgeon). The
deployment of the soft actuators is controlled using pressure
regulators (IT0010-2N, SMC Pneumatics, USA) which can
simultaneously monitor the pressure in the system. The actu-
ators can also be pressurized simultaneously or independently
upon demand by the surgeon, if deemed necessary during

colonoscopy (i.e. to assist during navigation and distend col-
lapsed tissue).

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Soft Robotic Sleeve FEA Results

We simulated the inflation of the soft actuators on: a sleeve
free to expand (Fig. 4, A), a sleeve surrounded by colon tissue
in a straight configuration (Fig. 4, B), and a sleeve bent at
60◦ within a surrounding lumen (Fig. 4, C). The propagation
of the strain effects of the soft actuators inflation on the
waveguide core regions of the sleeve was monitored via our
FEA model (Fig. 4, A). In simulations, the strain on the sensors
is negligible up to 4.4 kPa, at which point the actuators have
expanded out-of-plane by 17.81 mm. At this magnitude of
expansion, the actuators will have already established contact
with the colon tissue. In order to model the interaction forces
between the soft actuators and the colon walls, we included a
colon section and monitored reaction strains and stresses on
the colon tissue and the displacement of the sleeve actuators
(Fig. 4, B). The point on the colon with the maximum
stress, resulting from actuator expansion, is plotted along with
the rise in the actuator out-of-plane toward the colon wall.
Upon actuator contact with colon tissue (at ≈4 kPa), stress
on the colon starts to rise, the actuator expansion develops
laterally, distributing forces along a larger area, and thus the
rise in height slows. Additionally, the soft robotic sleeve was
modeled in the colon in a bent configuration to simulate
typical positions assumed during colonoscopy (Fig. 4, C).
Here, the soft robotic sleeve’s capability to reposition and
center the colonoscope during navigation within the lumen, by
inflating the actuators, is shown. This is particularly relevant
in instances when the colonoscope is stuck and pressing on a
concentrated area. The maximum level of strain on the colon
is similar in the bent and straight configurations.

B. Soft Optical Sensor Characterization

Three soft robotic sleeve prototypes were fabricated and
tested. Testing was performed using an Instron testing machine
(5943 Instron, USA). PDs voltage signals are calibrated and
collected by the Instron in real time during the test. Although
the fabrication process yields consistent results, an initial
calibration is carried out for each individual disposable sleeve
before validation testing (Sect. III-D1) to ensure proper device
functionality.

1) Contact Force Characterization: The three waveguides
(WG-A, WG-B, and WG-C) were subjected to an applied
force via a 5 mm × 5 mm cross section indenter at nine
different locations (Fig. 3, C), three times each. The sleeve
was aligned to these locations using custom designed acrylic
platforms (insets of Fig. 5). The force was monitored using
the Instron load cell (Instron 2530-50N, USA). Force was
applied from the top surface of the sleeve down to the bottom
surface of the cross section of the waveguide, by moving the
indenter downwards at 1 mm/min for 2.5 mm. The sleeve was
tested both in a flat (Fig. 5, D) and in a wrapped (Fig. 5, A-
C) configutation to monitor the sensitivity of the waveguides
as manufactured and in their intended layout (i.e. wrapped
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Fig. 4. Soft robotic sleeve FEA. A) Free expansion height of the actuators at 4.4 kPa (top right) and shape change of the cross section of the sleeve in the
plane of maximum expansion (bottom) where there is negligible strain in the waveguide cores. B) Sleeve mounted on colonoscope and surrounded by colon
in a straight layout, showing actuator expansion strain (bottom left) and actuator shape and colon strain (top right). On the bottom right, plot depicting the
displacement of an actuator node and the resulting stress on a node on the colon. C) Sleeve mounted on colonoscope and surrounded by colon in a bent
layout, showing actuator inflation and alignment (top right) and the strain on the colon along the plane of maximum stress.

Fig. 5. Contact force characterization up to 3 N in the wrapped configuration
on A) WG-A, B) WG-B, and C) WG-C as well as D) in the flat configuration
on the center positions (2, 5, and 8) of each waveguide for each of the three
sleeves tested. Please refer to Fig. 3 C for testing positions locations. The solid
line is the mean value and the shaded area represents one standard deviation
computed on one prototype for each location, tested three times each (A-C)
and computed on three prototypes for each location (three per sleeve), tested
three times each (D).

around a colonoscope), to determine if this resulted in any
difference in repeatability or loss characteristics. The sleeve
responded similarly when flat and wrapped, suggesting that
functionality is not affected after mounting the device in the
desired configuration. The plots show the three waveguides
WG-A, WG-B, and WG-C response to applied force in a
range from 0 to 3 N in the different testing locations, leading
to losses up to 15 dB, with a maximum of 13% difference
between the sleeves tested.

2) Bending Angle Characterization: We characterized the
soft sensors response to bending, and its correlation to the
roughness of the waveguides, by subjecting the sleeve to bend-
ing angles up to 90◦ (using the Elastosil cylinder), changing
the device orientation by rolling it around its longitudinal axis
in a range from 0◦ to 360◦ with steps of 40◦ (Fig. 3, D).
Results are shown in Fig. 6 where the sleeve was oriented

such that four of the nine different tested bending angles are
shown: 0◦ (Fig. 6, A), 40◦ (Fig. 6, B), 80◦ (Fig. 6, C), and 120◦

(Fig. 6, D). In Fig. 6, A, WG-A and WG-C experience more
loss than WG-B due to WG-B bending plane being primarily
on its outer (i.e. smooth) surface (Fig. 3, E). Likewise, in
Fig. 6, B, WG-B experiences less loss due to being in the same
position with respect to the bending plane. Further, in Fig. 6, C,
WG-B and WG-C are positioned such that the bending direc-
tion causes less loss than WG-A and, once again, the dual
modality of the sensors is exhibited. The remaining bending
orientations (i.e. 120◦-160◦-200◦, and 240◦-280◦-320◦) result
in similar loss responses with only the specific waveguide
experiencing the loss changing, depending on its position with
respect to the bending plane; i.e., at 120◦ (Fig. 6, D), WG-A,
WG-B, and WG-C respond respectively as WG-C, WG-A, and
WG-B at 0◦ (Fig. 6, A). This carries for all other orientations
apart from minor discrepancies due to the fabrication process.
By monitoring the three WGs simultaneously, the intensity
loss due to bending can be discerned from contact forces by
taking advantage of the redundancy that the sensors provide at
each bending orientation. The sleeve’s aim is not to track its
bending, orientation, nor shape, but rather filter bending loss
while continuing to monitor contact force interactions, taking
advantage of sensor redundancy (see Sect. III-D1).

C. Soft Actuators Characterization

The soft actuators were characterized to determine their
output blocked force and their effects on the waveguides upon
inflation. The pressure applied to inflate each actuator was
monitored using a pressure sensor (HSCDANN160MGAA5,
Honeywell International, Inc). This signal is calibrated and
collected by the Instron in real time during the test.

1) Actuator Expansion Effects on Soft Sensors: Using the
test setup shown in the inset of Fig. 7 D, the actuators effect on
the waveguides was tested. Fig. 7 shows that the free expansion
of the actuators (1, 2, and 3 as shown in Fig. 3) does not affect
the transmittance of light through the waveguides until ≈3 kPa
of pressurization. Inflating the actuators beyond 3 kPa resulted
in losses up to about 2 dB depending on the proximity of the
WG to the inflated actuator with the waveguides adjacent to the
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Fig. 6. Bending loss of sleeve bent at orientations: A) 0◦, B) 40◦, C) 80◦, and
D) 120◦. The solid line is the mean value and the shaded area is one standard
deviation computed on one prototype for each orientation, tested three times
each. Please refer to Fig. 3, D for the overall schematic of bending direction
testing.

actuators experiencing the largest loss. WG-A presents a larger
loss than the other waveguides when actuator 1 (Fig. 7, A) is
expanded and less when actuator 3 is expanded (Fig. 7, C).
This is because WG-A is on the far edge of the sleeve and
not bonded to the portion of the sleeve adjacent to actuator 3,
as a result of the flat fabricated sleeve being wrapped. It
is important to note that when all actuators are expanded
simultaneously, the loss still begins after 3 kPa.

Soft actuators expansion upon pressurization was tested.
Given a normal colon lumen ID of ≈45 mm, each actuator
would need to expand ≈10 mm to contact the colon walls
and redistribute force concentrations or aid during navigation.
Fig. 7, D shows that the pressure required to reach ≈10 mm
of actuator expansion is less than 2.5 kPa (i.e. smaller than
the critical value of 3 kPa). Because there are three actuators,
even if the device is not centered in the lumen, at least one
of the actuators will contact tissue before 3 kPa of pressure is
required. Thus, in the working range, there will be no loss due
to actuator expansion. In case the sleeve is located in an area of
the colon with a larger internal diameter, we determined the
maximum free expansion actuation height (while remaining
at safe operation pressures in the colon) of the actuators to
be greater than 2 cm; thus, the sleeve will contact the colon
with minimal losses prior to surpassing 3 kPa. Further, upon
actuators inflation, triggered by excessive contact forces, the
force does not need to be monitored until after the actuators are
deflated, according to the desired clinical workflow (Fig. 1).

2) Actuator Blocked Force Testing: The sleeve was setup
with a compression anvil with a plate constraining actuators
expansion to evaluate blocked force (Fig. 8, B). The testing
was conducted until 14 kPa of pressure was input. The maxi-
mum blocked force for the soft actuators is 15 N (Fig. 8, A).
During this test, actuators pressurization caused negligible

Fig. 7. Effects of the free expansion of A) Actuator 1, B) Actuator 2, and
C) Actuator 3 on the WGs light transmittance. D) Expansion height of the
actuators under applied pressures. The solid line is the mean value and the
shaded area represents one standard deviation computed on one prototype for
each waveguide (A-C) and on one actuator (D), tested three times each.

Fig. 8. A) Force outputs of soft actuators and B) testing platform. The solid
line is the mean value and the shaded area is one standard deviation computed
on one prototype for each actuator, tested three times each.

(less than 5%) loss through the waveguides.

D. Validation

The soft robotic sleeve was tested using the two validation
setups described in Sect. II-C to evaluate sensing and control
capabilities and demonstrate the device functionality in-vitro.

1) Sensor Control Validation: During the operation of the
sleeve, the estimated force applied to each sensor is monitored
and used to determine when the actuators are deployed. The
threshold for actuator deployment is set at 1.5 N via the GUI
(this can be changed as desired by the user). The sleeve is
placed in a custom 3D-printed jig to display its full range
of capabilities of estimating force, filtering bending losses,
and reactively deploying actuators (Fig. 9, A-H). The test (see
video) begins with the sleeve in a straight configuration with
an arbitrary force applied manually to WG-B (Fig. 9, A).
As the estimated force surpasses 1.5 N, the actuators are
deployed until the force is released (Fig. 9, B). Then, the
sleeve is bent at 90◦, using the jig. The system filters the
sensor loss due to bending (Fig. 9, C) using the control
platform (Sect. II-F) and exploits the calibration data from
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Fig. 9. Validation of the sleeve’s ability to monitor contact force, filter bending
loss, and deploy actuators when forces greater than a specified threshold are
applied. A) Sleeve is pressed with a finger and estimated force is predicted by
WG-B resulting in the deployment of the soft actuators. B) Pressure is released
and the actuators deflate. C) Sleeve is bent, our control platform filters the
loss, resulting in no actuators inflating. D) Instron contacts WG-C, applying
force. E) Estimated force on WG-C surpasses threshold and actuators are
deployed. F) Sleeve continues monitoring contact force as actuators continue
to expand. G) Force is released and pressure is removed. H) System returns
to baseline.

the experimental characterizations to establish a new baseline
output power in the bent configuration to calculate subsequent
losses due to contact. The Instron is moved to contact WG-
C and a known force is applied. The estimated force is
plotted with the Instron data as the actuators inflate past the
appropriate threshold (Fig. 9, D-F). The minor discrepancy
between the estimated and applied force derives from the
difference in accuracy between the Instron load cell and our
optical sensor. Finally, the Instron is moved away and the
actuators deflate as the device continues monitoring forces
(Fig. 9, G-H).

2) In-Vitro Validation: We tested the sleeve navigation and
force redistribution capabilities (see Fig. 10 and video) in the
in-vitro setup (Sect. II-C). The surgical workflow is: 1) The
colonoscope is inserted and advanced manually (as conven-
tionally). 2) During navigation, the soft optical sensors monitor
the force exerted by the colonoscope onto the colon wall.
The scope contacts the first bend in the colon and an excess
force is exerted (Fig. 10, A). 3) The force is redistributed by
inflating the soft actuators (Fig. 10, B). 4) The colonoscope
is advanced through the critical area of force concentration
exploiting the navigation aid provided by the inflated soft
actuators (Fig. 10, C). 5) Critical area is passed, actuators are
deflated, sensors continue monitoring forces, and navigation
continues (Fig. 10, D). We used a general purpose lubricant
to facilitate insertion and navigation, as commonly done in
colonoscopy. To quantitatively measure the force redistribution
in Fig. 10, B, this step was tested separately to accommodate
the force sensors more effectively while accurately repeating

Fig. 10. In-vitro test. A)-D) Navigation. E)-F) Force redistribution. A) The
colonoscope model applies a force on the lumen wall. B) The actuators
inflate to redistribute the force. C) The sleeve moves through the critical
area of excessive force concentration. D) The actuators are deflated and the
system continues navigation. E) Measurement of a concentrated force and
F) redistribution via actuators expansion.

the excessive force contact on the lumen wall (Fig. 10, E) and
deploying the soft actuators to lower the pressure (Fig. 10, F).
The initial contact force was 4.7 N, concentrated on a single
sensor (Fig. 10, E). Upon inflation of the actuators, the force
on that same sensor decreases to 1.9 N, while the other two
sensors increased from 0 N to 2.6 N and 0.6 N, thus showing
force redistribution along a circumference (Fig. 10, F).

IV. CONCLUSION

We present a proof-of-concept of a soft robotic sleeve
with embedded soft optical sensors and soft actuators, which
can provide sensor feedback and additional actuation func-
tionalities to improve navigation and safety in colonoscopy.
We introduce a low-cost manufacturing method to enable
integration of sensing and actuation capabilities in a disposable
endoscopic add-on. The device is fabricated flat and then
wrapped around a colonoscope and adapted to different scope
diameters. The design is informed by FEA and supported by
experimental testing results. We have modeled the soft robotic
sleeve upon actuator expansion in free motion and inserted in
a colon lumen to evaluate its interaction with the anatomy.
The operation of the soft optical sensors is characterized
with calibration and validation tests. Sensors’ loss modes
were investigated during contact forces, bending motions, and
actuator inflation. We demonstrated that the sleeve is able to
discern bending orientation from contact interactions and can
successfully monitor contact force between the colon and the
colonoscope. The device is designed to be positioned around
the colonoscope distal segment, where force concentrations
reach high peak values during navigation. This system can help
steer the colonoscope while also diminishing force outputs
onto the colon wall compared to standard colonoscopy and
other robotic approaches. To power the sleeve, three fluidic
lines are integrated along the scope. To prevent tangling,
actuation lines pass through disposable tube holders, which
allow sliding to facilitate scope bending. Future work will
focus on scaling down the sleeve thickness and outer diameter
to facilitate navigation throughout the entire colon (i.e. up
to the cecum), using soft lithography processes [38]. The
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system will be integrated onto a commercial colonoscope to
investigate its efficacy in colonoscopy in an ex-vivo model (i.e.
porcine colon explants). Pressurization will be controlled by
pressure regulators connected to a pressure and power source
at the endoscopy column, outside the patient’s body.
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